To Head of the Administration Unit
Department of Education, cultural heritage and tourism
University of Macerata

DECLARATION OF NON-EXISTENCE OF SITUATIONS, POTENTIAL AS WELL, OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
(art. 53 comma 14 d. lgs. n. 165/2001)

The undersigned…Mbarak Abdulqadir Abdallah

In relation to the assignment of…… International Seminars’ Week

DECLARE HIS OWN RESPONSIBILITY

In accordance with artt. 46 e 47 of D.P.R. 445/2000, aware of penalties as foreseen in art. 76 of D.P.R. 445/2000, in case the provided information was found to be false and of mendacious declarations.

- non-existence of situations, potential as well, of conflict of interest, in accordance with current regulations, with University of Macerata;
- do not present other causes of incompatibility to conduct consultation service and/or partnership in the interest of the institution;
- to be aware of clauses established by the Code of conduct of office worker issued with d.p.r. 16 April 2013, n. 62 and by University’s code of conduct approved with d.r. n. 254 7 May 2012 (https://www.unimc.it/it/ateneo/normativa)

The undersigned agrees to immediately communicate to Dr. Maurizio Renzi (maurizio.renzi@unimc.it - 0733/2585913) any changes in the above-mentioned situation

The undersigned declares to be informed, within the meaning and for the purposes of the legislative decree 196, 30/06/2003, that his/her personal data will be treated, also by electronic means, exclusively for the purpose of the present proceeding, for which this communication is.

Signature of the declarant

F.to Mbarak Abdulqadir Abdallah

Macerata, 19/04/2021

******************************************************************************

DECLARATION OF THE VERIFICATION CHECK OF NON-EXISTENCE OF SITUATIONS, POTENTIAL AS WELL, OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
(art. 53 comma 14 d. lgs. n. 165/2001)

Dr. Umberto Silvi, administration manager of the department of Education, Cultural Heritage and Tourism seen the art. 53 of d. lgs. n. 165/2001, which provides that the conferment of every responsibility is dependent to check non-existence of situations, potential as well, of conflict of interest;
seen the declaration presented by … Mbarak Abdulqadir Abdallah on the date 19/04/2021;
attests

that, based on the contents of the above declaration, today there are no actual or potential situations of conflict of interest pursuant to art.

Macerata, 27/04/2021

Administration Manager’s signature

F.to Umberto Silvi